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Common Knowledge  information known by most of Athas’ inhabitants

Common Creatures/ Races:
	Humans :  Similar to humans of other worlds, some have minor mutations.  Usually make up about 80%  of a cities popilation.
	Dwarves :  These thick humanoids are strong enough to survive life outside city-states, but can commonly be found residing in the large cities.  Usually make up about 10% of a cities population.  Each dwarf is completely hairless, and their skin color ranges from light red to deep brown.  Many of these people worship the sun and fire, and so make great priests.  
	Half-Giants :  These huge humanoids have a tough life.  Their monstrous bodies are too big for them to comfortably live in cities, but they tough it out, and so make up about 8% of a cities population.  They can grow to about eleven feet tall, and weigh many hundred pounds.  Half-giants are followers by nature.  Couple this with their slow wits and great strength, and you’ve got the perfect soldier.
	Muls :  Muls are the result of breeding between dwarves and humans.  Their human side lends them their wit and dexterity, their dwraven heritage gives them their hardiness and great endurance.  They’re strong as hell, and they’ve got good minds, and so make excellent gladiators.
	Elves :  These shady characters have gotten the reputation of beings shallow thieves, which 9 out of 10 are.  Most elves live their lives as raiders and traders, but are equally adept at other things such as magic and war.  Elves can’t usually be trusted, it is their way of life.  These demihumans, who make up about 3% of a cities population, are fun-loving, and try to live life to the fullest.
	Half-Elves :  Rejected by both parent’s races, these demihumans learn to fend for themselves from an early age.  They are notorious loners, and it takes a while to earn a half-elves trust.  They usually make up about 1% of a cities poulation.
	Halflings :  Whether they came from the Forest Ridge, beyond the Ringing Mountains to the west of Tyr, of if they grew up in Tyr itself, these diminuitive demihumans are the same:  feral.  Their culture is radically different than that of “civilized folk,” and this breeds fear and distrust.  Halflings are usually distrusting, but are by their very nature very curious creatures.  Halflings indulge in cannibalism.   Their presence is hardly known in most city-states.

	Kank :  Eight foot long beetle, commonly use as mount and pack animal.  Black and chitinous, these beetles taste horrible themseleves, but secrete a sweet nectar known as “Kank Honey.”
Kanks cost about 12 cp.  They require two gallons of water per day.
	Inix :  Inix’s are sixteen foot long lizards that serve well as mounts and pack animals.  They are commonly out-fitted with howdahs that provide their rider with shade.  They cost about 4 sp.
	Mekillot :  These massive beasts of burden are 60’ long and require eight gallons of water and a dward-sized meal per day.  Their tough shells grant them an AC of 6, but their delicate undebelly has an AC of 9.  Mekillots are too big to be controlled by standard means, and so psionicists usualy do so with Telepathy.  These beasts can cost any where from 2-4 gp.
	Aprig :  Pig-like creatures with tough shells.
	Carru :  Cattle with large horns.
	Jankx :  Small, fat lizards with delectable innards.     
	Hurrum :  Small beetle prized by the rich for its pleasent humming noise.  Status symbol.
	Critic :  Household pet used as a “watch-lizard.”  Can innately sense danger.
	Renk :  Small snails that attach themselves to humanoids.  They live off sweat, and can give 	1/2 gallon of water when eaten.	
	B’rohg :  Stand fifteen feet tall, are fierce fighters and have four arms.  Are very dumb. 
	Crodlu :  Sometimes used as mounts, these ostrich-like reptiles can move at great speeds.  
	Drake:  Huge land-lizard.  Comparable to the dragons of AD&D.
	Kes’trekel :  Annoying Vultures, who will eat anything but Kank.
	Scorpions :  Duh.
	Nikaal : Race of reptilian, purple-skinned humanoids who make their living as traders.
	Ssuran :  Race of lizard-like demihumans who make their living as raiders.
	Tarek :  Resemble very bestial Muls.  Go berserk during combat.  Females have six breasts.
	Pterran:  Reptiloids with light brown, scaly skin.  Intelligent race.  
	Aarakocra:  Large, bird-like people with 30’ wingspans and frail bodies.
	
Some good rules to live by:

1)Never trust an elf.
2)You get what you pay for.
3)Never insult a Templar.
4)Always pay a Sorcerer-King lip-service.
5)Never lie to a psionicist.
6)Always lie to a Templar.
7)Never trust a mage.
8)You’re on your own.
9)Always let the mul win.
10)Never forget your water.
11)Never forget your water.
13)Never forget your water.
14)Prices will change from place to place.
15)Never let anyone know you have metal.
16)Keep a close eye on your possessions.
17)Bring shade to the arena.
18)Always be wary of your drink.
19)Keep some money hidden.
20)Bribe, bribe, bribe.
21)Only Templars are allowed to read. 
22)If you want trouble, cast a spell.
23)The difference between the winners and the losers is the living and the dead.
24)Stay tough, or die.
25)A city-states ratio to slaves to freemen is over eight to one.


The City-States:

Tyr:  Tyr is a moderatelt large city of the Tablelands, and is arguably the most successful.  It is ruled by King Kalak, an evil dictator who care more for his ziggurat than his people.  The city exports iron to Urik, and other City-States.  Recently, slaves have been confiscated from all over the city, and these slaves are being used to finish the ziggurat; a huge, pyramid-like structure in the center of the city, connected to the arena.  When it is done, the ziggurat games will commence, which is to be one of the largest battles ever.  Some nobles have dared to display some dissatisfaction with Kalak’s slave collecting, as their farms and estates have been failing.  These nobles probably won’t live long.  

Urik:  Urik is one of the largest City-States, and is located to the north of Tyr.  The huge, squarish city is ruled by the Lion-King, Hamanu.  This city exports obsidian from it’s Smoking Crown mountain mine to cities all over the Tyr region.  Urik’s people are governed by Hamanu’s strict “Hamanu’s Code,” which demands an eye-for-an-eye.  Typical garb consists of elaborate scarves (for the rich) and square-cut hair styles.

Balic:  This huge city-state was built on a fertile mudflat on the banks of the Silt Sea. It exports grain, olives, and live stock.  Residents wear chitons -- a body-length pleated shirt worn with a cloak that leaves the arms bare.  Balic usually doesn’t worry about attack from the other City-States, just the Giants that frequently raid the town for supplies.

Draj:  Draj is the nothern-most City-State and has a very Incan feel to it.  Draj’s Sorcerer King (Tectucktitlay) demands his people worship him as a God, and his Templars are known as Moon Priests.  Most of the city is taken up by its hemp and grain fields, which are its main export.  People of Draj are coppery in color, have wide, thin lips, and dark hair and eyes.  Slaves here wear hemp breeches, while everyone else wears loose, bright colored hemp clothing.  

Gulg:  Gulg is a small City-State run by Lalali-Puy, or the “Oba” as she calls herself.  This City-State is made in the trees of the Crescent Forest.  Their main export is Agrafari wood, spices and nuts, textiles and fur.  Gulgans prize hunting, and hate visitors.  

Nibenay:  Nibenay is a City-State located only a few miles from Gulg.  It is run by King Nibenay, and the city’s people have round faces, tan skin, and dark hair.  Betrothed couples show their love by joining themselves with a colorful scarf, and these scarves are also used by others to denote social rank.  The more ornate the scarf, the more established the person.  Currently, Nibenay is at war with Gulg over rights to the Crescent Forest.  

Raam:  This large City-State is run by the paranoid Sorcerer-Queen, Abalach-Re.  After the city’s mine stopped producing, she has claimed authority by right of an entity known as the Badba.  No one knows who or what this entity is.  Raam exports silver, gems and art of all varieties.  Due to it’s economic duress, the city is in great turmoil.  The  city’s populace is extremely poor, and so have turned to aesthetics to make life a bit more bearable.  Art covers every surface and music plays in every street.

Some popular Athasian sayings, euphemisms, and insults...

Contributed by Tars Trkas (email: 

A stone from the hand of a friend is an apple.  --It’s the thought that counts.
The tar of my country is better than the silver of others.  --Propoganda fed by Templars
If you are a peg, endure the knocking; if you are a mallet, strike.  --Basic Athasian mindset
If life is hard on you, dwell in cities.  --common expression of desert hermits
Lock your door rather than accuse your neighbor.  --common expression of guilty elves...
No lamp burns until morning.  --  “Nothing lasts forever.”
Walls have r’koy and r’koy have ears.  --Templar talk for ‘we’re being scryed upon’
Trust in Kalak, but tie your Kank.  --Templar expression for when possessions “mysteriously” dissapear
What is brought by the wind will be carried away by the wind.  --Often used in mourning of a companion
You can't kill a Gaj with one hand.  --don’t spread yourself too thin


"Blazes!"
"Blazing sun!"
"By Kalak!"
"By the Dragon!"
“By Ral!”  

And some racial slurs...

"Hairless" (to mul, or dwarf)
"Dwarfspawn" (human to mul)
"Elfspawn" (human to half-elf)
"Humanspawn" (elf or dwarf to half-elf or mul)
"Pico reed" (human to elf or dwarf or mul to anyone) - mean’s “twig” or “skinny”
"Larvae" (anyone to halfling or half-giant to anyone)
"Bug" (anyone to a thri-kreen)
"Cricket" (anyone to a thri-kreen)
"Slope" (anyone to a mul or dwarf)
"Muscle" (anyone to a mul)
"Thief" (anyone to an elf)
"Inix" (anyone to a half-giant or mul)

Some Athasian Names:

Made with Mark Kont’s Name Generating Macro

Tayoso
Ka
Attynx
Leenta
Kirris
Liogaz
Wekmar
Avema'ewn
Erogan
Kamgeron
Jila
Chesnai
Styanre
Galtba
Misre
Rivros-a-c
Shalta
Shiraz
Tartid
Grikna
Grabea
Fynikra
Thamya
Sizzna
Llukintus
Crisda
Pleleen
Tahlan
Esylkge
Korla
Haaza
Evriti
Yata
Karra
Haidotor
Gardilis
Ryalock
Dhorias
Haatonma
Lisli
Danik
Wyanzana
Magzen
Shita
Pormi
Rivla
Xadonmay
Zegen
Er'tvos
Shga-sose
Tya
Andhyotl
Amanho
Orllard
Kenoc
Thabarva
Thara
Res
Lanit
Vekin
Athbadin
Rivsia
Lluma
Iambga
Delakna
Liotuk
Ralees
Chatek
T'kar
Liobog
Morranay
Krysku
Fetynxnus
Belak
Tote
Wrogta
Lyza
Bohis
Grishas
K'kha
Horthseeran
Drehian
Horthra
Guerdga-
Do'orshdir
Manhion
Atra
Tofen
Amanlachne
Nylock
Kahork
Rkardletdyd
Yarla
Zera
Lolay
Jori
Temmta
Kamte
Zaney
Brilu
Jaten
Britisla
G'rsnessfos
Nelahn
Paran
Prihnra
Shalron
Esylksia
Telgow
Kyulnreno
Rila
Pornepuy
Junkus
Doolara
Mearys
Yekar
Ragsli
K'nag
Ibldos
Khita



Records for NPC’s and Followers



Name:			Role:					
Appearance:							Location:
Follower:  Class:			Level:	  	Thac0:		Weapons/Damage:
Miscellaneous Information:

Spells/Psionics/Abilities:





Name:			Role:					
Appearance:							Location:
Follower:  Class:			Level:	  	Thac0:		Weapons/Damage:
Miscellaneous Information:

Spells/Psionics/Abilities:





Name:			Role:					
Appearance:							Location:
Follower:  Class:			Level:	  	Thac0:		Weapons/Damage:
Miscellaneous Information:

Spells/Psionics/Abilities:





Name:			Role:					
Appearance:							Location:
Follower:  Class:			Level:	  	Thac0:		Weapons/Damage:
Miscellaneous Information:

Spells/Psionics/Abilities:






Name:    


Class:  


Level

Player’s Name

     

Race:



Sex
  Height:

Weight:

Hair:
   Eyes:

Homeland:

Social Class:


# of Siblings


Appearance:
















Strength    Hit Probability  Damage Adjustment  Weight Allow  Maximum Press  Open Doors  BB/LG

Dexterity     Reaction Adjustment   Missile Attack Adjustment

Constitution  Hit Point Adjustment  System Shock  Ressurectin Survival  Poison Save  Regeneration

Intelligence  Number of Languages  Spells/ Level  Learn Spell  Spells/ Level

Wisdom  Magic Defense Adjustment  Bonus Spells  Spell failure

Charisma   Maximum Nuber of Henchmen   Loyalty Base   Reaction Adjustment

   
Armor Class   Armor, Deterity		THAC0: 			Movement Rate:
                                                  Total Hit Points			Current HP:
                                                  Total PSP’s:			Current PSP’s:    
                                             	AC:    Surprised:     Shieldless:     Rear:     

MTHAC0:  	MAC:	  Defenses			Attacks

Saving Throws:
        Paralyze Poison    Rod, Staff or Wand    Petrify Polymorph    Breath Weapon    Spells

Weapon      #Att  Att Adj/Dmg Adj  THAC0      S-M     L    Range         Wt  Sz  Type  Sp  



















































Proficiencies/Languages




































































































Important Possesions:
Name
Qty.
Location












Name
Qty.
Location













Other Possesions:



Spells:
1st_________________________________________
2nd_________________________________________3rd_________________________________________
4th_________________________________________
5th_________________________________________
6th_________________________________________
7th_________________________________________
8th_________________________________________
9th_________________________________________

Psicnic Disciplines:___________________________________
Psionic Science/Devotion  	MAC PSP Range	Description
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Thief Abilities		
Pick Pockets
Open Locks
Detect Noise
Find/Remove Traps
Hide in Shadows
Move Silently
Climb Walls
Read Languages
Forge Document
Bribe Officials
Dig Tunnel
Escape BondsQuick Reference:

AC:
HP:
HP Remaining:

Heal/Day:
Money:
Special Items:

Weapon:
Thac0:
Damage:
Range/Ammo:
Initiative:

Weapon:
Thac0:
Damage:
Range/Ammo:
Initiative:

Weapon:
Thac0:
Damage:
Range/Ammo:
Initiative:

Weapon:
Thac0:
Damage:
Range/Ammo:
Initiative:

Weapon:
Thac0:
Damage:
Range/Ammo:
Initiative:


Spell/ Psionics List: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Miscellaneous Information (Names, Places, Key Words, etc.):  ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________




Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €


Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €


Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €
Day		__
Food 		€€
Water 		 €


Name:
Race:
Class:
Level:
 Thac0:
AC:
Damage:
H          E         Sk      
Weapons:
Thaco
Ht             Wt    

Att

Modifiers
Spells/Powers/Abilities
Str



Dex



Con



Int


Proficiencies:
Wis



Cha
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Spell Casting in Dark Sun  by Gerald Arthur Lewis (email:  U15959@snet.net)

*The Player’s Handbook, Dark Sun and the world of Greyhawk are copyright of TSR Inc.
   Most people would agree that the sentence:  “The Gaj bolts after you and rams its ugly head right into your chest, take sixteen points of damage”  is a lot more compelling than this sentence:
 “The Gaj hits you, take sixteen points of damage.”
   The reason for this is that the first sentence gives one a good view of the action, while the other merely relays the technical aspects of the fight.  The pro’s of good story-telling have already been established plenty of times throughout numerous AD&D supplements.  So let’s apply this attention to story-telling to another aspect of the Dungeons and Dragons game that hardly ever gets the dramatic detail it deserves:  Spell casting.
   Dragon Kings scratched the surface of the iceberg with it’s new proficiency “Sensory Alteration”.  Sensory Alteration made it harder for a mage to simply make a few simple gestures and cast a spell.  It introduced new rules to give spells some flair:  flashes, the sound of chimes ringing, earthquakes.  That just wasn't enough though.  Spells are supposed to be extraordinary, unique, and fun!  Adding sound effects and light shows is great, but there could be more to it than that.
  So how could one really improve those same old spells?  It’s easy, and all one needs is a good imagination and a good character.  The key is to customize the spells to the personality.  Everyone has different ways of looking at things, so wouldn’t it stand to reason that one mage’s casting of a spell might alter slightly from another’s?  There are no rules saying that minor adjustments can’t be made to spells, and a player who makes only slight modifications to her character’s dweomer shouldn’t gain any unfair advantages because of them.
  When the Preservers and Defilers of Athas supplement came out,  three new sources of magical power were revealed:  the Cerulean storm, the Black, and the Grey.  With Earth, Air, Fire and Water came four new sources of elemental energy:  Silt, Magma, Sun and Rain.  The greatest thing about so many sources of power is that a clever mind could find new ways to make old spells exciting.  
   Let’s say that a Shadow Mage was being made, who draws his power from the Black.  The Black is an icy-cold void, like outer space without the stars.  Naturally, one would be inclined to pick out all the spells (and only the spells) that specifically have to do with shadow:  Continual Light, Cooling Canopy, etc..
A Dungeon Master might even rule that these shadow-spells are the only ones the character can cast.  Another way of looking at this would be to let the spells conform to the caster, and not the other way around.  Picture this:

	   Ran’hos nocked his bow and aimed it at the unarmed spell caster.  
	   The slight mage put his hand beneath his long, scarlet cloak, and began rummaging through a 	pocket. 
	   “Prepare to die, mage scum!” Ran’hos hissed.
	   “You are unwise. You should have worried less about preparing me for death, and more about 	killing me when you had the chance,” said the mage.  The spell caster drew a pebble from his 	scarlet cloak.
	   Before the archer could fire his bow, the mage flung the pebble into the air.  Instantly, with the 	speed of heat-lightning, shadows from all around the area sped across the ground to the mage’s 	feet.  From there, they radiated up the man’s thin body, until he was covered by a thick layer of 	the murky black 	substance.  The shadows froze with a hiss, milliseconds before the bow hit the 	mages now thick carapace.  With a quiet ‘tink,’ the arrow rebounded off the dark mass, and fell 		harmlessly to the ground.  
	  
   What was described above was the first level Armor spell.  The mage received no special benefits from the armor, and this method is much more dramatic than simply waving one’s hands and whispering a few odd syllables.  
   Customization of a character’s spells should not just be limited to the energy source though. Some spells could be altered to reflect the character’s personality.  Take a mage with a bad temper, for instance.
	
	
 	  “Hand over the money,” the unruly Templar ordered.
	   Ja’cor squeezed his hands into a ball.  He had to calm himself, or he might do something rash.  	Images of the Dragon flashed before his eyes, as they had every time he got this angry.
 	  “Hand over the money, half-breed!” the Templar screamed.
	   That was the final straw.  Ja’cor was proud of his half-human, half-elven lineage, and he 	couldn’t stand bigots.  In a flash, Ja’cor tore out his necessary spell component, flailed his arms 	madly and cast his spell.  All of a sudden, a torrent of flame exploded from Ja’cor’s palms.
 	   An old woman across the street watched in horror as a ball of fire shaped like a dragon 	consumed the now sorry Templar.

   The mage cast the third level Fireball spell, and the images of the Dragon shaped the blast.  If the above mage cast the armor spell, his skin may even become scaly like a large reptile.  This character might only cast spells that resemble dragons when he’s mad, at all other times, his spells could come out normally.  

Clerical Spell Improvisation
   Cleric spells are great for improvisation.  Because priests aren’t confined to spells that have already been researched and then written down (like mages do), they have much more freedom when it comes to spells.  If the DM is comfortable with making on-the-spot judgment calls, then a completely free-form way of casting clerical spells might work out better than simply picking ones from the Player’s Handbook. 
   Take, for instance this predicament:
	
	Cathaklan, a Cleric of Silt, came across a pack of Gith.  
	   “Give self up, or die,” said one Gith in broken Trade tongue.
	   Cathaklan took a look at the Gith.  There were five of the repugnant, scaly creatures.  	The 	cleric was outnumbered and had no weapons on his person.  Thinking quickly, Cathaklan 	reached into his belt pouch, and withdrew a handful of grey silt.
	   “Ha-hz,” laughed one Gith as the priest flung the dust in the creatures direction.
	   With a silent prayer, Cathaklan turned each particle of silt into a pebble.  When the stones hit, 	the surprised elflings fell to the ground.  The Silt Cleric was gone before they got up.
	
   The above shows how a free-form spell might work.  The situation was one where the cleric had to think of a less orthodox way to escape his foes.  A lot of fun can be had using this method of spell casting.  
   DM’s, though, might have a tough job designating which level the spell might belong to.  The above example might be considered 2nd level if it did no damage, but maybe third level if it inflicted a d3 of injury to the Gith.  A ninth level of the spell might turn the silt into boulders, inflict pretty massive damage to foes.

   	
New Spell Names
   Dark Sun is completely shut off from other planes of existence.  So why is it that there are spells named after mages in Greyhawk© floating about Athas?  Some alternate names for use in Dark Sun have been created:

Bigby              :  Atlin
Drawmij          :  Solrexi 
Evard              :  Asdora
Leomund         :  Enalam
Melf                :  Mannon 
Mordenkainen :  Sizzrianbel
Nystul          :  Panrin
Otiluke         :  Dacne 
Otto             :  Maj
Rary             :  Aris
Tasha           :  N’neela
Tenser          :  Taree

So, if a mage cast the Bigby’s Crushing Hand spell, he would  actually be casting Atlin’s Crushing Hand.
___________________________________________________________________________________


Some Examples of Customized Spells

Ceruleans
Mount:  Lightning collects in the shape of huge Kank, then Inix, etc. upon reaching higher levels.
Meteor Swarm:   The meteors are replaced by huge chunks of ice, which shatter upon impact.
Visual Effects:  All spells are tinged slightly blue.  Bolts of lightning will occasionally travel from the sky to the caster, but these cause no damage.  
Audible Effects:  Rumblings of thunder, a first level spell creates a distant clap, a ninth level spell sounds like an explosion.
Olfactory Effect:  The scent of ozone.
Tactile Impressions:  A strong breeze.

Necromancer
Levitate:  Grey wisps of smoke emanate from the ground, carrying the caster straight into the air.
Forcecage:  Souls from the grey are channeled into the Prime Material Plane, and shape themselves into the prison.
Hold Person:  Acrid grey smoke shoots from the casters palms, and entwine themselves over the victims body.
Visual Effects:  All spells tinged with a slight grey color.  Wisps of grey smoke circle around the caster.
Audible Effects:  Moans, 
Olfactory Effects:  Smell of burning flesh and the smell of rotting flesh is common.
Tactile Impressions:  Slight breezes.

Shadow Mage
Cone of Cold:  Shadows from the surrounding area coalesce in a cone, with the pinnacle connected to the mages palm.  
Burning Hands:  Instead of fire, tendrils of inky blackness shoot from the caster’s fingertips.
Visual Effects:  Each spell is tinted black.  Shadows seem to bend towards the caster occasionally.  
Audible Effects:  Sometimes a hiss is heard.
Olfactory Effects:  None
Tactile Impressions:  A deep, spine-tingling chill.

Earth Cleric
Heal:  Red earth is mixed with a bit of water to make clay.  The clay is then applied to the wound, where it molds to the shape of the injury.
Spike Growth:  Sharp pillars of earth spring from the ground.
Visual Effects:  Each spell is tinged with a bit of  burnt-sienna.
Audible Effects:  Rumblings, and the sound of rocks clattering.
Olfactory Effects:  None.
Tactile Impressions:  Occasionally heat.

Air Cleric
Cure Light Wounds:  The priest blows gently on the wound, and with the breath comes health.
Detect Poisons:  The cleric inhales deeply, if the air that comes back is warm, she smells poison, if it is cool, the food or drink is safe to ingest.
Visual Effects:  As each spell is cast, the cleric becomes slightly transparent.
Audible Effects:  Speech sounds slowed.
Olfactory Effects:  None, occasionally weak scents are amplified.
Tactile Impressions:  Strong gales of wind.

Fire Cleric
Cure Light Wounds:  A flame comes from the caster’s fingertips, when applied to the wound, it is sealed, and heals soon afterward.  Slight scars are usually left behind.
Transport via Plants:  Instead of transporting through plants, the caster teleports from fire.
Visual Effects:  Translucent flames materialize in the distance, images of fire dance in the caster’s eyes.
Audible Effects:  The sound of fire crackling.
Olfactory Effects:  The smell of leaves burning.
Tactile Impressions:  Low heat for low level spells, searing pain for high level dweomers.

Water Cleric
Cure Light Wounds:  One half gallon of water is poured over the injury.  As the water rolls off the wound, the skin heals over, and all infection is washed away.  Note:  this water is not necessarily used up.
Purify Food and Drink:  A fourth of a gallon of water is poured into the food or drink container.  The water then passes through the container, and brings out all unnatural substances with it.
Visual Effects:  Each spell is slightly translucent.  The caster sometimes appears damp.
Audible Effects:  The sound of running water, as well as a drip can be heard.
Olfactory Effects:  None.
Tactile Impressions:  A feeling of high humidity permeates the caster’s surroundings.

Silt Cleric
Cure Light Wounds:  Silt is poured slowly into the wound.  Within seconds, the dust solidifies and appears as normal skin.
Spiritual Hammer:  A hammer formed of cohesive silt forms from nothing, and then disintegrates at the end of the spell.
Visual Effects:  The air appears unclear.
Audible Effects:  A shifting sound can be heard.
Olfactory Effects:  None.
Tactile Impressions:  A slight abrasive feeling is experienced.

Magma Cleric
Cure Light Wounds:  The caster’s hand glows an unnatural red, as bits of magma drip from his fingertips.  When the magma is dripped into the wound, it cauterizes it, and then restores health.  Note:  This hurts!
Visual Effects:  Waves of heat emanating from the caster’s head and arms.
Audible Effects:  The sound of footsteps in mud.
Olfactory Effects:  None.
Tactile Impressions:  A strong blast of heat.

Rain Cleric
Cure Light Wounds:  A funnel of rain comes from the heavens, dripping life-giving water onto the wound.
Anti-Plant Shell:  Creates a barrier of acidic rain centered around the caster.  Each drop of water is swept back into the air before it strikes any surface.
Visual Effects:  None.
Audible Effects:  The sound of a distant rain storm.
Olfactory Effects:  The smell of wet dirt.
Tactile Impressions:  Refreshment.

Sun Cleric
Cure Light Wounds:  The caster’s forearm glows with great intensity, and grows very hot.  When placed on a wound, it cauterizes and seals it.
Augury:  A bright beam of sunlight displays the pictures of the future before the caster’s feet.
Visual Effects:  The area around the caster gets very bright.
Audible Effects:  None.
Olfactory Effects:  None.
Tactile Impressions:  Warm, comfortable, heat.
Rules For Creating “New Races” for Dark Sun by Gerald Lewis

   As was seen in the Prism Pentad series, the Pristine Tower mutates all those who bleed in it’s vicinity.  All creatures who shed blood change drastically, often turning into savage beasts.  But sometimes these mutants aren’t so savage.   If a recently mutated mother gives birth, for instance, the child usually retains it’s humanoid mind, and is not a beast.  It’s a rare event, but it still happens.
   Ever since Magus showed his tough hide in the Prism Pentad series, I thought it would be fun to play a character of this sort.  But how does one go about making a completely new race from scratch?  With a table, of course : ) 

New Races Enhanced Abilities:
A New Man cannot have more than 4 enhanced abilities
(Roll 1d20)	
1 No enhanced abilities
2 +1
3 +1
4 +1
5 +1
6 Roll Twice
7 +2
8 +2
9 +2
10 +2
11 +3
12 +3
13 +3
14 +3
15 Roll Twice
16 +4
17 +4
18 +4
19 Roll Twice
20 Roll Thrice

 then roll on the 	Attribute Table (1d6) to find what attribute it enhances
1 Strength
2 Dexterity
3 Constitution
4 Intelligence
5 Wisdom
6 Charisma

Ability Subtractions
(Roll 1d20)	
1 No ability subtractions
2 -1
3 -1
4 -1
5 -1
6 Roll Twice
7 -2
8 -2
9 -2
10 -2
11 -3
12 -3
13 -3
14 -3
15 Roll Twice
16 -4
17 -4
18 -4
19 Roll Twice
20 Roll Thrice

If the Enhancements and Subtractions compete with each other, either subtract or add the difference of the two to the attribute, or reroll on the attribute table.

Height (1d20)   Modifier
1       Small: 	  	    32/30	   2d8
2-4    Small:     	    	    38/36    1d6
5-6    Small:   		    43/41    1d10
7-8    Small: 		    48/46    1d4
9       Medium:	    	    55/50    1d10
10     Medium:	  	    60/58    2d6
11-12Medium:	    	    60/59    2d10
13     Medium:	    	    65/65    2d6
14     Medium:	    	    70/68	   2d4
15     Large:		    78/75    2d6
16     Large: 		    88/86    2d4
17     Large:		    98/97	   2d6
18     Huge:		130/128    3d6
19     Huge:		150/146    2d4
20     Huge:		170/168    2d8

		    
Age Starting Age		Maximum Age
15 + 1d10 		 Starting Age X 5 +2d20 (rolled by DM)

Weight:
Use common sense, the character’s weight chould reflect his height and strength.

Mutations:  (1d100)(Roll twice on this table, if the two rolls are the same, or contradict each other (or are very similar [Wings MV24, C and Wings MV12, A] reroll.)
 
(01-05) 1 Tough Hide:  (Cannot wear armor)
	-1d2 AC  (-1 Charisma)
	-1d4 AC  (-2 Charisma)
	-1d6 AC  (-3 Charisma) (Considered Carapace)
	-1d8 AC  (-4 Charisma) (Considered Carapace)
	-1d10 AC  (-5 Charisma) (Considered Carapace)
(06-10) 2 Different Skin Coloration (-3 Charisma)
	Light Blue
	Blue-Grey
	Deep Black
	Dark Crimson
	Albino  (must wear protective covering in Sunlight or suffer 1d3 sunburn, -2 to hit)
(11-15) 3 Different Eye Color
	White
	Pink
	Black
	Dark Red
	Light Red
(16-20) 4 Infravision
	15’
	30’
	60’
	120’
	Supravision
(21-25) 5 Claws (make 2 attacks per round)
	Claws (1d3 damage)
	1d4 damage)
	1d6 damage)
	1d8 damage)
	1d10 damage)
 (26-30) 6 Wings 
	MV 12, A
	MV 24, B
	MV 36, C
	MV 18, C
	MV 36, A
(31-35) 7 Extra Limbs
	One Arm
	One Leg
	Two Wings (Claustrophobia) MV 24, B
	Two Wings (Claustrophobia) MV 36, C
	One Tail
 (36-40) 8 Unusable Limb: (-3 Charisma, -2 Dexterity)
	Extra Arm
	Extra Leg
	Short Tail (6”)
	Long Tail (3’)
	Extra Head (-4 from Charisma)
(41-45) 9 Beak (-1 Charisma)
	1 damage
	1d2 damage
	1d3 damage
	1d4 damage (-2 Charisma)
	1d6 damage (-2 Charisma)
(46-50) 10 Unusual Physical Traits:
	Excessive Hair Growth (-3 Charisma)
	Hands Like Bucklers (can use next largest weapon size)
	Huge Feet (+1 to Dexterity (Balance))
	Large Nose (only surprised on 1 or 2, can sense some poisons)
	Keen Eyes (Supravision 60’)
(51-55) 11 Unusual Physical Traits:
	Razor Sharp Teeth (1d6 damage)
	Water Maximization (Needs only 1 gallon of water per week)
	Antennae (+2 to darkness penalties)
	Incredible Leg Muscles (Jump 20’ high, or 30’ forward)
	Incredible Arm Muscles (Roll a BB/LG roll to escape from grip, +1 Strength) 
(56-60) 12 Unusual Physical Traits:
	Weak Gills (breath underwater two hours per day)
	Strong Immune System (immune to disease)
	Flexible Bones (+1 Dex, -1d4 damage from bludgeoning weapons (but no less than 1)
	Tiny Nose (-1penalty to surprise roll)
	Weak Eyes (-1 penalty to surprise roll, all visual ranges are consider 1 higher (detail becomes ID)
 (61-65) 13 Enhanced Body:
	Long Legs (+3 MV)
	Hollow Limbs (+1 Dexterity, +1d4 from bludgeoning weapons)
	Long Arms (All weapons are condiered one size larger for purposes of reach)
	Double Hit Points 
	Small Wings (MV 12, C)(Hidable)
 (66-70) 14 Strengthened Physiology
	Strong Muscles (+1 to Strength)
	Strong Bones (+1to Strength)
	Strong Heart (+1 to Constitotion)
	Strong Lungs (+1 to Constitution)
	Strong Heart (+2 to Constitution)
(71-75) 15 Missing or Deformed Facial Feature (-1 Charisma)
	Nose (-1 penalty to surprise roll)
	Eye (-1 penalty to surprise roll, all visual ranges are consider 1 higher (detail becomes ID)
	Mouth (Deformed only)
	Ear (-2 penalty to surprise roll)
	Forehead (Deformed only)
(76-80) 16 Special Racial Abilities:
	Mul Endurance
	Half-Elven Animal Empathy and Companion at 5th level
	Dwarven Focus 
	Elf Run
	Dodge Missiles as Thri-Kreen
 (81-85) 17 Special Immunities:
	Immunity to poison (+6 to saves)
	Immunity to Illusions (+4 to saves)
	Immunity to magic (20% magic resistance, cannot cast magic)
	Immunity to Psionics (save Vs Spell to avoid effects of any Telepathic Devotion)
	Immunity to Hot\Cold (+4 to saves)
 (86-90) 18 Innate Abilities
	Cure Light Wounds once per day
	Cure Light Wounds twice per day
	Detect Magic once per day
	Invisibility once per week
	Comprehend Languages once per day
(91-95) 19 Innate Abilities
	Charm Person once per week
	Truth Hear once per day
	Cure Disease once per week
	Danger Sense once per day - automatic
	Speak With Animals thrice per day
(96-100) 20 Extra Rolls
	Two Extra Rolls
	Two Extra Rolls 
	Two Extra Rolls 
	Three Extra Rolls
	Three Extra Rolls	

